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WELCOME FROM 
THE RECTOR 

Dear Friends,

Welcome to Azerbaijan, the ancient Land of Fire, which is one of the world's oldest oil-producing 
countries and remains a crucial oil and gas supplier in the Caspian Sea region! 

Baku Higher Oil School is located at the Bibi-Heybat oil field where the world's first oil well was 
drilled in 1846. Being a public higher education institution, our university aims to nurture engineering 
professionals in diverse disciplines primarily    through offering intensive English-based degree 
programmes, applying comprehensive curricula and advanced technologies.

We are creating a synthesis of teaching, research and businesses with the intention to provide our 
students with the ability to understand – and to challenge – conventional  technical disciplines in an 
unconventional learning environment and offer opportunity for leadership development. 

We offer laboratories with cutting-edge equipment and a new state-of-the-art Innovation and 
Research Centre to support every student initiative aiming at encouraging talented young researchers 
and students to achieve their creative ideas and test their start up projects in a business environment.

Since its establishment, Baku Higher Oil School has significantly solidified its international 
partnerships and transformed itself into a specialist institution with expertise in quality education and 
successful delivery of academic programmes coupled with impressive employment opportunities, 

producing high achieving and ready-for-work graduates. In partnership with the lead national and 
transnational companies, we offer a work integrated learning to help our students meet the ever-
changing needs of the competitive job market and comply with the strict recruitment criteria. 

Simply put, Baku Higher Oil School is an amazing place where you can make the most of your 
university experience! Whatever your language and ambitions, visit our university and find out 
yourself.

We look forward to seeing you at Baku Higher Oil School!

Elmar Gasimov 
Rector 1
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 STUDY IN AZERBAIJAN

As Azerbaijan sees a large increase in international students in its most recent intake, the growth is 
attributed to the country's creating a welcoming environment, maintaining a cohesive admissions system 
for international students, and offering high-quality education and internship opportunities with well-
structured theory-practice balanced programmes for gaining meaningful career experience.

The higher education system in Azerbaijan is part of the Bologna process and, consequently, 
accredited programmes offer degrees at the Bachelor's, Master's and PhD levels, encouraging a mobility 
experience, contributing hugely to the learning experience and adherence to credits, based on meeting 
learning outcomes.

The major advantages of studying in Azerbaijan include, but are not limited to, the following:

- Higher education programmes are offered in Azerbaijani, English, French, Russian, and Turkish 
languages;

- The tuition fees and living costs are affordable; 

- Azerbaijan is notable for tolerance, multiculturalism, and hospitability;

- The country offers a safe and secure learning environment and provides life-changing study abroad 
experiences.

Karabakh Horses, Azerbaijan

Khinalig Village, Guba, Azerbaijan
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Goy-Gol National Park, Azerbaijan
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Located in the Caspian region at the crossroads of Europe and Asia, Azerbaijan is the place where the 
west and east cultures are intertwined. It is the country with rich culture, unbelievably beautiful nature, 
delicious cuisine, and hospitality.

The pearl of the Caspian region, Baku is the largest cultural and industrial center in Azerbaijan. Being a 
distinctive city with a thousand-year-old history, Baku is the home to various sightseeing destinations 
most of which speak of the city's unique heritage and its rise to modernization. The heart of Baku, the Old 
City, is bordered by a Fortress Wall, which separates it from the modern, dynamic and rapidly growing 
megalopolis. The city perfectly combines its beauty and the ancient past with ambition to transform into a 
modern, recourse-efficient, diversified and knowledge-based city.

Baku is a vibrant, multinational and multicultural city with mosques, churches, and synagogues 
located in close neighbourhoods. It is the place where for centuries representatives of various ethnic 
groups and faiths lived in an atmosphere of peace, mutual understanding and dialogue. 

Nightview from Baku, Azerbaijan Gobustan State Reserve, Azerbaijan

Old City, Baku, Azerbaijan

Night view of Baku
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WELCOME TO VIBRANT AND 
MULTICULTURAL BAKU!



Baku Higher Oil School (BHOS) remains one of the national top universities, which delivers 
educational excellence in petroleum and chemical engineering, process automation and information 
security as well as closely collaborates with the business sector. 

Advancing equality of opportunity is at the core of the BHOS mission. We are committed to promoting 
an inclusive learning environment where diversity is celebrated and every student is treated with dignity 
and respect, enjoying every opportunity to achieve his/her full potential.

While offering international educational standards and curricula for technical education and soft skills 
development, BHOS partners with numerous prominent universities and lead national and transnational 
companies, providing attractive educational and employment opportunities. Our university attracts the 
most talented students, gives a valuable experience, and prepares them for a lifetime of achievement. 

BHOS campus offers impressive facilities (labs with cutting-edge equipment, library, hostel, canteen, 
sports facilities, etc.) and the structure of the study programmes encourages a close interaction between 

Nightview from Baku, Azerbaijan
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BHOS 
establishment  

Student 
recruitment 

A new academic 
programme 

ISO 
certified HEI

Skills development 
project 

BHOS launches 
Master's programmes 

BHOS expands its 
academic programmes 

Knowledge 
is shared 

2011 2012 2013 2014 2016 2017 2018 2018

BHOS 
was established 
as a public HEIs 
according to the 
decree issued by 
Ilham Aliyev, 
President of the 
Republic of Azerbaijan.

BHOS recruited the first 
cohort of students to its 
undergraduate programmes 
in Petroleum Engineering 
and Chemical Engineering 
on a double diploma 
programme with 
Heriot-Watt University 
(HWU), UK. 

BHOS established 
partnership with the 
Bulgarian Angel 
Kanchev University of 
Ruse and launched 
a new programme in 
Process Automation 
Engineering.

BHOS becomes the 
first ISO certified national 
HIE being awarded 
ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
OHSAS 18001, and later 
ISO 10002 certificates.  

BHOS, with the 
support by BP and in 
partnership with 
TwentyEighty Strategy 
Execution, launches 
a project to support 
skills development 
in project management 
based on the George 
Washington University 
curriculum.

BHOS opens three new 
Master's programmes 
in Oil and Gas Technologies 
and Reservoir Evaluation 
and Management 
in collaboration 
with HWU.

Taking into account local 
and global labor market 
requirements and needs, 
BHOS opens a new 
undergraduate programme 
in Information Security, 
as well as recruits first 
group of students to 
Process Automation 
Engineering MSc and 
a new MBA programmes.

To support the increase of 
knowledge and skills of 
local students studying in 
other national HEIs of 
Azerbaijan, BHOS, 
in collaboration with BP, 
launches a free of charge 
programme titled 
Business Education 
for Engineers. 

MILESTONES

2019

BHOS supports UN’s 
capacity building project

BHOS received 
the first cohort of 
Nigerian students 
awarded scholarship 
by UNITAR, within the 
framework of the 
BHOS-UN project 
initiated to support 
Nigeria’s capacity 
building in oil and 
gas sector.

BHOS opens 
new campus

On May 1, 2017, a brand-new campus of 
BHOS opened with the participation of Ilham Aliyev, 
President of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
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Faculty of Engineering

-       Petroleum Engineering (BEng, MSc)
-       Chemical Engineering (BEng, MSc)
-       Process Automation Engineering (BEng, MSc)
-       Information Security (BSc)

FIELDS OF STUDY

Faculty of Continuous Education 

-       English Language and Humanitarian Disciplines Centre
-       Innovation and Research Centre
-       Master of Business Administration (MBA)
-       MBA in Oil and Gas Management

School of Project Management (SPM)
Business Education for Engineers (BEE)
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INFORMATION SECURITY

Information Security Specialists analyze where the potential risks are and develop strategies to prevent 
possible breaches, applying specific security tools, equipment and software.

Information Security Specialists can be employed in nearly all business areas and diverse environments. This 
is one of the IT related specialties associated with the highest paying jobs, given that IT services are critical to 
the daily operations of businesses and institutions.

Your benefits from the Information Security specialty:

- Education programmes and cutting-edge teaching tools, developed considering the experience of 
the top universities in Europe and worldwide;

- Internship opportunities offered by leading national and transnational companies;

- Advantageous employment opportunities in cyber security sector in Azerbaijan and worldwide as 
well as in the areas responsible for protecting the integrity of the servers, business network and 
data of pivotal importance;

- Promising student exchange opportunities within Erasmus+ and other scholarship programmes 
offered by a wide range of the European universities; 

- Hands-on experience and research opportunities in the leading-edge modern laboratories 
equipped with the newest technologies;

- A superb modern campus with all facilities.

FIRST THINK THEN CONNECT!
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PROCESS AUTOMATION 
ENGINEERING

Process Automation and Mechanization Specialist (Technology Processes Automation Control Systems 
Engineer) is in demand in diverse industry areas, being in charge of applying innovation solutions, i.e. 
automation system control over automated manufacturing processes and their design. 

Your benefits from the Process Automation Engineering specialty:

- Education programmes and cutting-edge teaching tools, developed considering the experience of 
the top universities in Europe and worldwide;

- Opportunities for bridging the theory-practice gap by practical application of the acquired 
theoretical knowledge in the laboratories equipped with innovative technologies;

- Advantageous employment opportunities in the areas of SCADA systems design and exploitation, 
management and numerical control devices, industrial robotics, automated artificial intelligence 
application, programming, mobile applications as well as other industries where innovative 
technologies are applied; 

- Promising student exchange opportunities within Erasmus+ and other scholarship programmes 
offered by a wide range of the European universities; 

- A superb modern campus equipped with all facilities.

WE ARE SIMPLIFYING YOUR WORK!
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Your benefits from the Petroleum Engineering specialty:

- Opportunities to study in English based on the curricula offered by Heriot-Watt University, the UK;

- Worthwhile opportunities to learn from the academic staff with international experience;   

- A superb modern campus with all facilities and laboratories equipped with cutting-edge technologies; 

- Opportunities for practical application of the acquired profound knowledge in leading national and 
international companies;

- Interesting and effective extra-curricula activities through diverse student clubs and organizations  to 
enjoy leisure time;

- Promising student exchange opportunities within Erasmus+ and other scholarship programmes 
offered by a wide range of the European universities; 

- Advantageous employment opportunities in national and transnational companies.

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

Being by far the frontrunner in the world's oil and gas industry and having inherited rich traditions in oil 
extraction over the last two centuries, Azerbaijan plays a pivotal role in the regional energy security. 

A Petroleum Engineer's main responsibilities are discovering productive offshore  and onshore oil and gas 
deposits and ensuring their more effective exploration as well as facilitating refinery, trade and marketing of 
hydrocarbon reserves. There is an increasing demand in nurturing highly qualified engineers capable of 
monitoring oil and gas equipment in four operations (offshore, onshore, deep-water, and pipelines) and 
providing support to continuous improvement in order to efficiently manage  complex  manufacturing  
processes. 

WE EVEN KNOW WHAT IS BENEATH THE EARTH'S SURFACE!

Night view of Baku, Azerbaijan
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Chemical Engineering is one of the essential engineering areas which deals with transformation of raw 
materials into useful daily products addressing the challenges posed by the global industry via resource 
management, environmental protection, and application of HSE standards. 

Chemical Engineers are dealing with waste management, search of new energy resources, discovering new 
pharmaceuticals as well as developing new synthetic fabrics and high added-value products and, hence, are 
instrumental in building an even brighter future.

Your benefits from the Chemical Engineering specialty:

 Opportunities to study in English based on the curricula offered by Heriot-Watt University, the 
United Kingdom, and learn from the academic staff with international experience;

 Various internship opportunities offered by national and transnational companies in designing, 
optimizing and managing chemical processes;

 Conducting scientific research and practical application of the generated novelties in the 
laboratories equipped with cutting-edge technologies;

 Promising student exchange opportunities within Erasmus+ and other scholarship programmes 
offered by a wide range of the European universities; 

 Advantageous employment opportunities in diverse companies manufacturing petro-chemical, 
polymer and composite materials, and medical equipment as well as in drug, food and agriculture 
industries;

 A superb modern campus with all facilities. 

WE DESIGN “THE CHEMICAL FORMULA” OF YOUR SUCCESS! CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
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Baku Higher Oil School designed an innovative, open to novelties and very flexible MBA programme in order 
to promote constantly evolving modern education programmes that aim to comply with the requirements 
posed by the 4th Industrial Revolution.  

Our programme entirely conforms to the emerging business challenges and trends.

Your benefits from the MBA Program:

 Opportunities to acquire practical knowledge from the prominent Azerbaijani and international 
professionals with hands-on experience;

 Abundant professional business networking opportunities;

 Exclusive programmes offered by the international professionals; 

 Opportunities to gain competitive career advantages and foster professional growth;

 Complete academic credit; 

 Education in English and flexible class schedule;

 Practical application of the acquired knowledge; 

 Free of charge access to large sports facilities.

ADMINISTRATION IS MASTERED FROM GOOD ADMINISTRATORS! MASTER OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION (MBA)
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School of Project Management (SPM) is a special programme offered by Baku Higher Oil School with 
technical support from TwentyEighty Strategy Execution, a UK-based international training company, 
specialized in project management, and is grounded in the Master's Degree Programme of the George 
Washington University (GW), USA, to extend the mindset and skill set of project leaders, enabling them to 
thrive in  challenging  work  environments.

Your benefits from joining the SPM:

 Master's Certificate from GW; 
 A GW Certificate awarded upon completion of each module; 
 A joint Certificate by GW and TwentyEighty Strategy Execution;
 Didactic materials specially designed by TwentyEighty Strategy Execution based on the global 

standards of the Project Management Institute (PMI) as a foundation for the profession; 
 Opportunities to learn from the professional managers with international experience;
 Expanding your business networking opportunities;
 Flexible schedule of classes for businesspersons;
 Foster professional growth opportunities.

LIFE ITSELF IS A MERE PROJECT! SCHOOL OF PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT (SPM)
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Internationalization is an essential part of the national higher education 
policy in Azerbaijan and BHOS, along with other universities, is progressively 
advancing its strategic cooperation and partnerships with the universities 
worldwide, creating a favourable academic environment for attracting 
prospective high calibre international students, and contributing to global 
quality education, business and research. 

INTERNATIONAL 
COOPERATION
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Turkey

Romania

United Kingdom

Bulgaria

Slovakia

USA

Norway

France

Poland

Germany

Italy

Saudii Arabia
UAE

Russia

Belarus Kazakistan

Greece

Spain
Potrugal

China

South Korea
Switzerland

Ukraine

Malaysia

Japan

Nigeria

OUR INTERNATIONAL ACADEMIC PARTNERS



BHOS actively joins many international projects and programmes, and collaborates with international 
organizations while ensuring increasing outreach to the international community.

International cooperation is carried out mainly through bilateral agreements, MOUs, cooperation 
memorandums, and other legal documents. Cooperation between the universities encompasses bilateral 
relations in the sphere of education, including exchange of faculty and students, joint scientific research 
projects, mutual exchange of academic publications, etc. 

BHOS is the member of Worldwide Energy University Network (WEUN), Black Sea Universities Network 
(BSUN) and Eurasian Universities Union (EURAS) and cooperating with the Federation of the Universities of 
Islamic World (FUIW).

BHOS is the only higher education institution in Azerbaijan that has been awarded ISO 9001 (Quality 
Management Systems), ISO 14001 (Environmental Management Systems), OHSAS 18001 (Occupational 
Health and Safety Management Systems), and ISO 10002 (Quality management, Customer satisfaction, 
Guidelines for complaints handling in organizations) Certificates.

ISO

M - C
TSE - ISO

10002

TSE
İSG - OHSAS

TS 18001

PARTNER 
ORGANIZATIONS
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Baku Higher Oil School has signed cooperation agreements with a number of universities, 
including Heriot-Watt University, UK, Geneva Business School, Switzerland and WSB University, 
Poland, which provide opportunities for students to get double diplomas of BHOS and the relevant 
higher education institution upon successful graduation of studies.

DOUBLE DIPLOMA 
PROGRAMMES



One of the primary goals of Baku Higher Oil School is to train highly qualified specialists in 
engineering, with a good level of English and based on teaching programs and methods that comply with 
international standards and criteria. Particularly, at the time when globalization and internationalization 
factors are of utmost importance in education, BHOS establishes and expands its relations with recognized 
international companies and organizations in the world.

It is important for us to ensure that our students gain practical experience in addition to theoretical 
knowledge. For that purpose, we are creating vast opportunities for our students to benefit from internship 
in various companies who we enjoy close partnership relations with.  

Apart from offering internship programmes, the partner companies also support the knowledge and 
skills development of our students through a number of initiatives such as offering presentations, 
organizing workshops and master classes regularly. 

PARTNER 
COMPANIES
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BHOS opened Erasmus+ and International Programmes Centre to boost collaboration with the 
European universities in a wide range of areas, including double diploma programmes, joint summer 
schools, mobility programmes, capacity building projects, etc. Our university actively collaborates with 
various universities of Europe as part of student and staff exchange programs and capacity building 
projects.

ERASMUS+
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BHOS supports the Human Capacity Building in Nigeria's Oil & Gas Industry Project 
implemented by the United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR) by offering study 
opportunities for Nigerian students. 

The purpose of the joint project is to train the Nigerian students in Azerbaijan as specialists in Oil & 
Gas Engineering for Nigeria's oil sector.  During the training period, the students will gain theoretical and 
practical knowledge as well as will undergo internship in transnational and international oil and gas 
companies who are our partners and offer these kind of opportunities for our students. This practical 
training will help them to become world-class specialists in the future.  

The first cohort of students have already started their studies at BHOS. The Project will involve more 
students in upcoming academic years.  BHOS- UNITAR JOINT PROJECT 
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First Vice-President of SOCAR Khoshbakht Yusifzadeh and Rector of Baku Higher Oil School (BHOS) Elmar Gasimov present a gift to 
Narmin Abdullazade, a top student of the Heriot-Watt Univesity, UK, and Chemical Engineering Department of BHOS (2019)

Ramziyya Garazade, a top student of Baku Higher Oil School (2019) etches her name on a Symbolic Wooden Stub stThe 1   “Graduation Day” Ceremony at Baku Higher Oil School    |   Mix of Azerbaijan and Scotish national folk music

The president of SOCAR Mr. Rovnag Abdullayev presents a gift to Ahmad Galandarli, 
the top student of Chemical Engineering Department (2017)

GRADUATION 



CosmicMind

2019 ALUMNI WHEREABOUTS
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Baku Higher Oil School, where the study programme is based on the experience of the world leading 
universities and application of the most advanced technologies, bid farewell to its third graduates in    
2019. In total, 110 young specialists graduated from BHOS, including 46 Petroleum Engineering students,   
16 Process Automation Engineering students and 48 Chemical Engineering students. 

Majority of our alumni already work in the leading organizations and transnational companies. Some 
of the BHOS second graduates both work and study. An infographic of the BHOS graduates' employment 
outcomes is provided below:

Those graduates who decided to continue their education currently are pursuing a Master’s degree at 
prestigious universities in Azerbaijan or overseas. An infographic below provides data about the graduates  
enrolled  to  further  their  education.    

2
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Nightview from Baku, Azerbaijan

Dedicated to the anniversary of the National Leader of Azerbaijan Heydar Aliyev,  the annual SOCAR 
International Caspian and Central Asia Downstream Forum organized by Baku Higher Oil School is a 
platform which brings together international forefront experts, analysts and a wide range of other 
specialists representing leading national and overseas companies. This event offers the participants an 
opportunity to gain insights into the prospects of oil & gas industry development and markets in 
Azerbaijan and Central Asia.

SOCAR INTERNATIONAL CASPIAN AND 
CENTRAL  ASIA DOWNSTREAM FORUM – TRADING, 
LOGISTICS, REFINING, PETROCHEMICALS

SOCAR FORUM
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Nightview from Baku, Azerbaijan
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LABORATORIES



Nightview from Baku, Azerbaijan

Do you want to enjoy your student life in Baku to the maximum? Then you should live in the 
Students House in the BHOS campus! This residence, with its increasing number of students and their 
varied background, is never boring. BHOS Students House provides a fun and friendly environment for 
international students, from affordable accommodation (double rooms with a separate bathroom) and 
a laundry room to a large shared kitchen and a vibrant living room area. 

Welcome to BHOS Students House to enjoy a safe home and thrive throughout the academic year 
and in the summer months!

STUDENTS HOUSE
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Nightview from Baku, Azerbaijan
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SPORTS FACILITIES
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MORE THAN UNIVERSITY



STUDENT LIFE

At BHOS you will have lots of chances to get involved with your student community, through 
various interesting activities, sports, volunteering and the Students' Union. Moreover, there is plenty 
of support to help you study and enjoy your time here.

Students can join various sports clubs such as football, tennis and volleyball clubs as well as 
intellectual games, debate, chess and negotiations clubs.
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